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New Year. Fast Start.
Welcome to a new year. I want to start by congratulating everyone on a strong 2016 as we finished in good shape. 
I also am pleased to report that 2017 is off and running and we already have high occupancy rates throughout 
our network.

During the first quarter, I always try to visit as many USCS warehouses as possible. This spring found me traveling 
primarily to our operations in Texas and Tennessee.

I visited our Laredo, TX, facilities and it was a pleasure touring with Lourdes (Lulu) Carillo, who was promoted 
to Operations Manager –Plant Two. I also visited USCS Laredo-Plant Three, which is heavily involved with fresh 
produce coming into the United States from Mexico. We expanded the facility in 2014 and it has been running 
at capacity. I also visited a new construction site in Laredo and think we’ll be finalizing the sale during this first 
quarter. 

While in Laredo, I attended the January city council meeting and enjoyed meeting the mayor and the city manager. 
The city of Laredo is extremely fortunate to have such a professional leadership team in place, one that is looking 
to grow industry and provide quality jobs for Laredo citizens. I was most impressed when city officials questioned 
me about our total compensation employment package. They also expressed support for quality employers like 
US Cold Storage.

Our Dallas-Cockrell Hill, TX, facility is just beginning to receive product into a new addition and it is filling up 
quickly. I’d like to congratulate General Manager Brian Kroll and the entire team for their hard work, overtime and 
dedication during this expansion.  I also visited Frank Monroe, General Manager at USCS Fort Worth. This is one 
of our most impressive facilities with large docks and an ancillary area where we cross-dock product from rail cars 
directly on to outbound trucks. USCS Fort Worth also houses our Southern Region Transportation Department 
offices and Linda Jones, Transportation Manager, showed me her team’s new office areas. 

I’m pleased to report our Covington, TN, facility looks excellent and warehouse morale is extremely high. We also 
met with the contractor who built that facility and we are discussing plans with them and our largest customer 
there, to expand the operation. In the next few months, we expect to break ground on a 4 million-cubic-foot 
addition and have that part of the facility open by February 2018. I also visited our USCS La Vergne, TN, operation 
and am pleased to say Jason Shepherd is doing a fine job as General Manager. It was truly refreshing to see our 
team members’ high morale and camaraderie.

Other travels took me to Salt Lake City, UT, for the year’s first senior management 
meeting. We wanted the entire senior management team to tour our Syracuse, UT, 
location. Secondly, we also toured a Salt Lake City distribution center run by Swire 
Coca-Cola USA. This facility recently expanded and has a fully automated addition. 

In part, our senior management meeting focused on future growth and expansion. 
Last December, the Board of Directors approved an aggressive three-year growth 
plan, which looks to our expansion in US markets, our growth in new regions and 
potential acquisitions in key areas. In addition to growth, there is continued focus on 
new technologies and automation. We even have one new warehouse on the drawing 
board where the final design calls for a fully automated high rise storage layout. 

I want to close by thanking our employees for their continued support and 
dedication, and to our customers, who make all of this possible. 

David Harlan
CEO
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Mission & Message: USCS Embraces 
“Best in Cold” Title

Every day, in every way, United States Cold Storage (USCS) 
employees embrace an unspoken mission to provide the industry’s 
best service and support in all aspects of warehousing, logistics and 
transportation.

And then there are times when it’s important to communicate that 
mission and message to the outside world—to customers, prospective 
new clients and to the overall industry. That’s exactly what USCS began 
doing this year with a new “Best in Cold” marketing campaign. 

“Our previous campaign had a wide focus on operational excellence and was in place 
for the past several years.  We highlighted our industry leading performance metrics, 
value-added services, and our relationship building,” notes Anna Johnson, USCS 
Director of Corporate Development and Marketing. “However, the industry is changing 
and becoming more sophisticated in its marketing efforts. We want to stay ahead of 
that change by refreshing our brand and highlighting our industry leadership.” 

USCS’ new “Best in Cold” ads, marketing and messaging will appear in print, digital 
(website and blog) and social media (Facebook, LinkedIn) platforms. Our agency 
partner, Ideas, Art & Code,  serves as an extension of USCS’ internal marketing team 
and focuses on bringing out the best in the USCS brand.

“We’re not the biggest PRW but we are the best,” Johnson concludes. “We have the best 
people, the best logistics and the best facilities. This how we approach our service, our 
commitment to our customers, and our culture - always striving to  be the best, and 
that means doing it better than everyone else.”

Employees and customers can follow USCS news and notes every day 
by following the company at www.LinkedIn.com and by liking the 
company’s corporate Facebook page at United States Cold 
Storage Inc. (headquarters).

WHAT’S NEW AT USCS
MARKETING UPDATE
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“Jake initially came to USCS to lead the Midwest Region’s 
initiative on the LMS Program,” notes Butterfield. 
“It’s a program that helps us reward consistent high 
performers in safe warehouse activities.  Jake brought 
a wealth of knowledge to USCS and a spirit of exploring 
any and all opportunities to make daily functions more 
efficient. 

“His growth has been in leadership,” Dave notes. “Jake 
has assembled a great team in each of the regions 
where LMS implementation has been or now is in effect. 
Under his guidance, the program already has reached a 
higher level than where we even thought we’d be today. 
He has a unique ability to relate to everyone and present 
to board members as well as our warehouse staff.”

For his part, McChristian says he enjoys the opportunities 
and environment at USCS.

“I like working for USCS,” he says. “I had been told by 
others that USCS cares about its associates and I have 
witnessed it first-hand. Leadership at the highest levels 
has proven this and they have supported us and the key 
tasks of every project rollout that I’ve led.” 

So what would McChristian say to new engineers joining 
the company? 

“There is more than one type of engineer at USCS,” he 
notes. “In general, I would say to prioritize and complete 
what you’ve started—and seek ways to have fun while 
working.”

Go Team!
What do football’s Indianapolis Colts have in common with industrial engineers? Not an everyday question—but 
the answer is apparent: teamwork. When you talk to Jacob (“Jake”) McChristian about his daily work activities and 
goals, you’d think he was a professional athlete rather than USCS’ Manager of Industrial Engineering.  

McChristian joined USCS in 2013 after 11 years in supervisor, analyst and industrial engineering posts at Atlas Cold 
Storage, which merged with VersaCold in 2008. He started with USCS in Lebanon, IN, as a Midwest Region Industrial 
Engineer and his initial duties were to develop and roll out engineered labor standards and a Labor Management 
Software (LMS/MARC) program in the Midwest.

For past four years, McChristian’s activities have expanded. Today, he’s responsible to build depth within USCS’ 
industrial engineering (IE) group, manage a companywide roll-out of the LMS/MARC program and provide tools and 
analysis for warehouse operations. Since 2013, he has traveled throughout the USCS network to lead IE teams at 
multiple sites and support those sites during LMS/MARC start-up and “go-live” periods.

It’s when talking about his work that McChristian sounds like he could be an athlete on a team. “I enjoy working with 
others that think outside of the box and have a mutual, team goal,” he says. “I like developing team members, getting 
outside our comfort zones and playing to each individual’s strengths.”

“There have been many memorable ‘team wins,’” he continues. “They include developing the bulk of the LMS/MARC 
program at the Midwest sites, our team victory trip to NYC after the Bethlehem roll-out, and ongoing enhancements 
to the program components at each rollout.”

One of those watching Jake’s growth is Dave Butterfield, USCS Vice President-Midwest Region.

JAKE McCHRISTIAN
EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHT
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2017:           Manager of Industrial Engineering, USCS
2013:           Midwest Regional Industrial Engineer,  USCS, Lebanon, IN 
2008-2013: Senior Industrial Engineer for Atlas Cold Storage
2006-2008: Industrial Engineer, Atlas Cold Storage
2003-2006: Standards Analyst, Atlas Cold Storage
2002-2003: Supervisor, Atlas Cold Storage

A LEADER A TEAM PLAYER



Good to Grow! USCS, Pinnacle Celebrate One Year
When United States Cold Storage purchased CFC Logistics, Quakertown, PA, in early 2016, the deal actually 
brought more than a new operation—it brought a new customer: Pinnacle Foods Inc. Pinnacle had been storing 
product at CFC since 2007.

Although you may not know the name, you know the brands associated with Pinnacle. Ranked on Fortune 
magazine’s 2015 Top 1,000 companies list, this Parsippany, NJ-based company has brands in more than 85% of 
American households. Its Birds Eye frozen segment alone includes well-known names and products including 
Birds Eye meals and vegetables, Gardein meat alternatives, Van de Kamp’s and Mrs. Paul’s seafood, Hungry-Man 
meals, Aunt Jemima frozen breakfasts, Lender’s bagels and Celeste pizza.

PINNACLE
CUSTOMER NEWS
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Pinnacle added even more brands to its brand portfolio 
with the January 2016 purchase of Boulder Brands, 
Boulder, CO. That company was known for such on-
trend and nutritious brands as Glutino, Udi’s Gluten 
Free, Earth Balance, EVOL Foods and Smart Balance.

That deal certainly brought new considerations 
for Aaron Loudon, Pinnacle’s Director of Frozen 
Distribution & Warehousing. Loudon says the new 
relationship with USCS is going very smoothly in 
Quakertown, which serves as Pinnacle’s primary 
Northeast distribution center to a wide range of well-
known retailers and supermarkets.

For the record, USCS refers to the former CFC 
Logistics operation as Quakertown West, while the 
company also has a newly constructed Quakertown 
East location (completed in 2014). For the time being, 
Pinnacle’s frozen volume remains at the West site while 
refrigerated lines—including Earth Balance and Smart 
Balance spreads—are housed at the newer warehouse. 
Meanwhile, USCS expects to complete a Phase Two 
expansion at Quakertown East this fall and then transfer 
Pinnacle’s frozen inventory.

“The [Quakertown] site location is uniquely situated 
to service the ever-growing Northeast corridor of 
customers and consumer demand,” says Loudon. 
“The move to Quakertown East supports Pinnacle’s 
strong growth and provides the opportunity for us to 
maintain all northeast frozen storage and distribution 
(including Boulder Brands products) under one roof.”

He adds, “I’m very pleased with the partnership 
between Pinnacle Foods and US Cold. I have found 
US Cold very committed to strong service with both 
a ‘can do’ attitude and a continuous improvement 
mentality. We’ve become very strong partners and 
I enjoy working with USCS personnel at both the 
warehouse and management levels.”

Loudon notes that Pinnacle also will use Quakertown 
for northeast consolidation and shipping of all 
refrigerated items, such as the Earth Balance and 
Smart Balance spreads.

Working closely with Pinnacle has been Marty 
Steinmetz, USCS Vice President of Strategic 
Partnerships.

“The opportunity for all Pinnacle business segments 
to be housed under one roof—in a newly expanded 
site—benefits the company in several ways,” he says. 
“It translates to better management of inventory, 
availability of rail service for inbounds, additional 
warehouse capacity to handle other potential 
acquisitions and the opportunity for growing 
participation in USCS’ multi-vendor consolidation 
program. For all these reasons, it’s a win-win 
proposition for both organizations. The USCS team has 
enjoyed the growing partnership with Pinnacle Foods 
and we hope to look for additional opportunities to 
serve the supply chain team at Pinnacle in the months 
and years to come.”

Not surprisingly, that idea also applies to 
transportation and logistics software, which also 
evolves. That’s why USCS Transportation & Logistics 
Group expects by the end of 2017 to phase out the 
company’s own legacy transportation management 
system (TMS) and complete a network-wide rollout 
of TMS transportation software from MercuryGate 
International, an industry supplier in Cary, NC.

Keith Mowery, Vice President 
of Transportation & Logistics, 
says USCS first integrated 
MercuryGate’s MOJO 
optimization tool in 2011 
into the company’s legacy 
TMS program. In 2015, 
USCS adopted MercuryGate 
software for the company’s 
growing logistics group.  This 
latest move represents a 
shift for all transportation 
programs over to 
MercuryGate.  

“We spent the past year making this decision,” Mowery 
notes. “As our transportation business grows, we need 
to have a flexible transportation system that keeps 
pace with technology and customer expectations.  In 
addition, integration with our new eWM needs to be 
developed, so the timing to implement a new system 
is good.”

MercuryGate is a leading TMS provider in the US and 
will continue to develop the TMS with new technology 
that will benefit USCS customers. Moreover, it will be 
easy to integrate it with other software platforms that 
USCS uses in transportation now or in the future.”  

Keith adds, “MercuryGate is a much more robust TMS 
to handle all modes [of transportation].  It is leading 
edge technology in terms of tracking information, 
carrier selection and monitoring, route optimization 
and reporting. It also has the ability to automate steps 
that are a repeatable process.” 

As a result of this move, USCS will be able to provide its 
shipper-customers with improved shipment tracking 
information—with nearly real-time data

and accuracy. The program also provides increased 
flexibility for unique customer requirements needing 
quick deployment.  

Alyssa Heckman, USCS Logistics Systems Lead, is 
managing the company’s shift to MercuryGate. Because 
of its size and scope, USCS had a formal “kick-off” meeting 
at its Voorhees, NJ, headquarters to mark the transition. 
Not only were many headquarters executives involved 
in the change but transportation department reps from 
five USCS facilities nationwide also came in to meet 
MercuryGate officials. These employees shared USCS’ 
processes and provided other input to ensure that the 
new software would exactly fit company needs.

For her part, Alyssa admits to being quite excited about 
the change. 

“Our legacy TMS has served 
us well. However, after more 
than 15 years, it is time to 
move forward with new 
technology and provide a 
more efficient and positive 
daily user experience,” she 
says. “Users will be excited 
to see how easy it is to use 
MercuryGate TMS for so 
many different things. The 
ability to add automation 
to the workflow and only 
manage exceptions is going 
to be fantastic. Problem loads will be called out 
for immediate attention, while everything else will 
flow through the system with little [need for] user 
intervention. 

“This will not only save our transportation group a lot 
of time and effort, but also allow us to provide better 
service to our customers,” she concludes. “In addition, 
we’ll be able to offer our carriers a portal that is much 
more comprehensive than what we currently have, 
which I’m sure will appeal to them.”
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& LOGISTICS
TRANSPORTATION

Software Helps Growing 
Transportation Business

KEITH
MOWERY

Everything about transportation speaks to the idea of continual motion. 

ALYSSA
HECKMAN



& SAFETY
ENGINEERING

All employees have until the end 
of April to submit ideas for the 
USCS safety slogan contest.  Each 
facility will choose a winner, each 
region will choose a winner, and 
two slogans will be selected for 
the entire company. Winners will 
receive prizes and their posters 
will be selected and distributed 
companywide, with one in June, 
and another in December.

Between March and December, 
USCS plans to meet with all site-level 
trainers and review the updated 
powered industrial truck operator 
training program. The company has 
new tests, videos, slides and other 
materials to share. Afterward, site-
level trainers can begin utilizing 
the updated program for all their 
training needs so that all locations 
will have implemented the updated 
program by 2018. 

Safety Slogan 
Contest

Forklift 
Training

New Year for Safety!
New Year’s resolutions? There’s a long list when 
it comes to corporate safety. Yet they all have 
a positive message—a new year, a better you. 
That is to say that Lisa Battino, USCS Director 
of Regulatory Compliance and Safety, wants all 
employees to come to work and go home safely 
during 2017.

USCS safety efforts began this year with new 
SLAM wallet cards, which encourage employees to 
literally take safety into their own hands. 

“These cards remind everyone to pause,” says 
Battino. “If you’re about to do an entirely new 
task, or one you haven’t performed in a long time, 
you should use the personal risk assessment as 
a mental check list to make sure you’re ready to 
do the job safely.”
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DAN
POSTELWAITE

DERICK
SCOTT

BRITTANY
JACOBS

USCS Adds Postlewaite, Jacobs and Scott
The USCS Engineering Department welcomed three new full-time 
associates earlier this year. They include Dan Postelwaite, PE, a 
Project Engineer; Brittany Jacobs, as Health and Safety Specialist; 
and Derick Scott, as BRC and Food Safety Coordinator.

Postelwaite joined USCS’ headquarters in Voorhees, NJ, January 30, 
2017. After earning bachelor’s degrees in both Civil Engineering and 
Architectural Engineering from Drexel University, he specialized 
in water and wastewater engineering at Philadelphia’s Pennoni 
Associates, from 2007 to 2013. From 2013 through 2016, he then 
held senior engineering posts (nuclear) with Holtec International, a 
Jupiter, FL-based energy technology company.

Now with USCS, Postelwaite is a Project Engineer who will support 
USCS warehouse projects and operations as needed.

Scott is an Air Force veteran and served as a firefighter, incident 
commander, EMS, and site safety specialist. He also has more 
than 18 years of food industry experience and has been involved 
with creating and implementing new food distribution center 
procedures. 

He worked for Atlas Logistics as an Inventory Manager before 
joining USCS in January 2014 as a Supervisor at USCS Lebanon, 
IN. In addition to his supervisor role, Scott led BRC certification 
program for Lebanon. He also helped implement the company’s 
Labor Management System at Lebanon and USCS McDonough, GA. 

Now Scott will lead USCS’ ongoing BRC certifications companywide 
and manage food safety policies and procedures to maintain 
compliance with FDA regulations. 

Brittany earned a bachelor’s degree in Public Health from Drexel 
University and is currently pursuing a master’s in Emergency 
Management.  She has three years of experience as a health and 
safety representative for a packaging company. 

Some of her new USCS duties will be to conduct safety training 
and safety audits, develop USCS safety directives and procedures, 
provide guidance on regulatory issues and conduct evaluation on 
HITTs reports. She also will help create safety programs to address 
trends, aid in incident investigations and perform other duties to 
improve USCS safety performance.
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REGIONAL REVIEW
USCS
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SOUTHWEST
USCS is purchasing more than 30 acres of land near Laredo, TX, between the 
Columbia and World Trade bridges. Tim Franciscus assumes responsibility for 
Laredo facilities as Area Manager. He retains General Manager duties for USCS 
Dallas. USCS Dallas-Cockrell Hill completed its Phase III addition in late 2016. 
USCS is now looking for additional land in the DFW Metroplex area.  Lourdes 
Carill was promoted to Operations Manager-USCS Laredo 2. Daniel Sifuentes 
was promoted to Superintendent, Laredo 3. Shawn McKee was promoted to 
Operations Manager, Arlington, TX.

WEST
USCS exhibited at the California 
League of Food Processors Feb. 
8-9 in Sacramento. Representing the 
company were Jason Smoyer, Regional 
Manager, Business Development-
West; Ed Ramos, General Manager, 
USCS Sacramento; Steve Palefsky, 
General Manager, USCS McClellan; and 
Stan Moya, General Manager, USCS 
Tracy. USCS also was a Gold Sponsor 
for AFFI-Con, the American Frozen 
Food Institute’s annual manufacturer 
membership meeting, March 4-7, 
in San Diego. USCS McClellan, CA 
(Sacramento) also officially opened 
in January 2017. USCS Syracuse, 
UT, facility hosted the USCS senior 
managers meeting in late January.
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NORTHEAST
USCS Quakertown East, PA, broke 
ground for a 32,000 pallet position Phase 
II addition, which is slated for completion 
in November 2017.

MIDWEST
This quarter saw USCS Midwest Transportation Group roll out Macropoint order tracking technology.  
Macropoint provides real-time freight visibility for USCS Transportation shipments.  USCS Minooka, IL, 
celebrated work anniversaries for Donna Tortorello (35 yrs) and Jack Labiak (25 yrs). USCS Wilmington, IL, 
started receiving product from WhiteWave, a new customer, in January. USCS Lebanon, IN, marked work 
anniversaries for Monica Goode (15 yrs), Jeff Wertz and Jeremy Feltner (5 yrs). USCS McDonough, GA, started 
a softball team, which plays its first game in April.

MID-ATLANTIC
USCS Warsaw, NC, completed its 3.6 million-cubic-foot 
addition in January 2017 and began receiving product from 
the facility’s primary customer, Butterball Foods LLC.

SOUTHEAST 
USCS Management represented USCS at two important regional shows: the International 
Poultry Show in Atlanta and the annual Boston Seafood Show. Carlos Stern assumes 
responsibilities for USCS Covington, TN, as Area Manager. He keeps duties as General 
Manager for USCS Arlington, TX.

HEAD OFFICE
USCS’ Voorhees, NJ, office held USCS University 
Track 2 education and training sessions for 23 
Zeta class participants.  In 2017, both the Upsilon 
and Zeta groups will complete their third and 
final USCS University track.  
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SIR JOHN SWIRE
SWIRE, USCS REMEMBER

Sir John Swire, Chairman of John Swire & Sons Ltd 
(JS&S) from 1966 until 1987, died at his home in the 
UK on November 28, 2016. 

John Anthony Swire, the elder son of Jock Swire, 
joined Butterfield & Swire in 1950. He was posted 
to Hong Kong, to Japan, to Australia and back to 
Hong Kong. On his return to London (towards the 
end of the decade) he took over responsibility for 
the recruitment and training of the House Staff. He 
dedicated himself to this role and most successfully 
built on the foundations laid by his father to 
ensure that the hallmark of his own subsequent 
Chairmanship was an explicit and credible 
company commitment to recognition and care for 
individual managers and their families,to career 
development and training and to deepening ties 
with the communities of which Swire operations 
formed part. In 1987 he handed over the Chair to 
his younger brother, Adrian, but remained an active 
member of the Board until 1997  when, with  the

prospect  of  his  sons 
Johnathon and Barnaby 
becoming respectively 
Non-executive and 
Executive Directors, he 
became Life President. 
In the US, Sir John had 
a long association with 
Stanford University 
and served on the 
Advisory Council of the 
Stanford Graduate School of Business from 1981 
to 1990.

A Thanksgiving Service for his life was held in 
Canterbury Cathedral, England on February 
20, 2017. It was attended by more than 600 
people, among them nearly 200 past and present 
employees of Swire Group companies.


